The current work seeks to identify novel, catalytically-active, stable, poisonresistant LWGS catalysts that retain the superior activity typical of conventional Cu catalysts but can be operated at similar or lower temperatures. A database for the Binding Energies (BEs) of the LWGS relevant species, namely CO, O and OH on the most-stable, close-packed facets of a set of 17 catalytically relevant transition metals was established. This BE data and a database of previously established segregation energies was utilized to predict the stability of bimetallic NSAs that could be synthesized by combinations of the 17 parent transition metals. NSAs that were potentially stable both in vacuo and under the influence of strong-binding WGS intermediates were then selected for adsorption studies. A set of 40 NSAs were identified that satisfied all three screener criteria and the binding energies of CO, O and OH were calculated on a set of 66, 43 and 79 NSA candidates respectively. Several NSAs were found that bound intermediates weaker than the monometallic catalysts and were thus potentially poison-resistant. Finally, kinetic studies were performed and resulted in the discovery of a specific NSA-based bimetallic catalyst Cu/Pt that is potentially a promising LWGS catalyst. This stable Cu/Pt subsurface alloy is expected to provide facile H 2 O activation and remain relatively resistant from the poisoning by CO, S and formate intermediates. 
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Executive Summary
The Low Temperature Water Gas Shift (LWGS) Reaction (CO+H 2 O CO 2 + H 2 ) is an industrially important reaction because of its key role in the production and purification of H 2 for various applications. In addition to its application for H 2 production and purification from fossil-fuels, LWGS is also employed in fuel cells to remove any residual CO impurity which has potential to severely interfere with fuel cell operation. The exothermic nature of the WGS reaction necessitates operation at relatively low temperatures in order to obtain a favorable equilibrium distribution that maximizes the desired products (CO 2 +H 2 ). The low-temperature operation, unfortunately, causes a concomitant penalty on the reaction rates that might be achieved by conventional catalysts. Cu is the typical catalyst employed for most industrial applications of LWGS, yet there exists considerable incentive for the discovery of novel, poison-resistant, LWGS catalysts that demonstrate long-term stability, and provide activity improvement over Cu and yet are able to operate at similar or lower temperatures. In spite of its long history as a LWGS catalyst the fundamental reaction mechanisms for LWGS on Cu and other transition metals are still the subject of considerable debate and hence our first-principles based calculations can help in providing the insights required for truly rational LWGS catalyst design.
Our first-principles studies tried to identify stable, poison-resistant, bimetallic Near Surface Alloys (NSAs) that would be potentially suitable LWGS Catalysts. We restricted our studies to alloys made from a set of 17 catalytically relevant Transition Metals. Although bimetallic alloys can exist in a variety of configurations NSAs were the only class studied in this project. NSAs are alloys with a solute metal near the surface of a host metal at concentrations different from those in the bulk. Numerous recent studies have attributed NSAs with novel electronic and catalytic properties (for hydrogen storage applications and fuel cell electrodes) considerably distinct from the parent metals that they are constituted from. In addition NSAs can be synthesized at compositions that would not be deemed to be thermodynamically stable for conventional bulk alloys. Previous work on Cu had identified the ease of H 2 O activation along with the strength of OH, CO and O binding as reasonable descriptors of WGS activity and hence our studies started with calculations for the adsorption of these adsorbates on the set of 17 transition metals. All high-symmetry sites on the close packed facets of each transition metal were considered and the binding energies (BEs) and site-preferences were evaluated. Calculations for Sulfur adsorption were also undertaken in view of the fact that Sulfur is one of the most relevant poisons that negatively affects the activity of WGS catalysts.
We found that the noble metals tend to bind the adsorbates weaker than the rest and for the adsorption of CO in particular there is a distinct "BE-gap" between the binding strength of adsorbates on the noble metals and the others. Cu, the conventional LWGS catalyst exhibits a very low BE CO . After having established this database for the BE of adsorbates on noble metals we proceeded to calculations on bimetallic NSAs. The primary criterion we applied was the long-term stability of these NSAs in vacuo and in presence of adsorbates likely to be in the ambient of LWGS processing. A set of "screener-plots" were constructed by utilizing the BE data for adsorbates on the monometallic systems and a previous database of segregation energies. In the interest of computational feasibility this set was further pruned by applying heuristics based on past experience and the BEs for CO, O and OH were established on a 66, 43 and 79 NSA candidates respectively. 40 NSAs were found that satisfied the criteria of surviving all three screeners. Both overlayer and sub-surface alloy type NSAs were considered and a database of CO, O and OH BEs was established. This database serves as a fertile source to apply data-mining approaches for rational catalyst design as a part of this and future studies. Several NSAs were discovered that bind adsorbates weaker than any of the monometallic systems studied so far e.g. Au*/Ir, and Pt*/Cu for O and Pt*/Cu for OH. In addition some NSAs display an interesting behavior since they bind adsorbates with a strength that is weaker than what we would expect on the basis of either parent-metal e.g. Au*/Re binds O weaker than both Au and Re. We discovered that the metal exposed on the surface of the NSA catalyst has the primary dominant influence on adsorbate BE in most cases whereas the underlying metal only has a weaker modulating influence. Further, we identified four NSAs that bind CO weaker than Cu and hence might prevent CO-poisoning of the LWGS catalyst.
In the last stage of the project we performed Minimum Energy Pathway (MEP) calculations using the climbing-image Nudged Elastic Band (NEB) method to evaluate the thermochemistry and kinetics for H 2 O activation on a set of carefully selected promising WGS catalysts. Specifically, the elementary step H 2 O OH + H was analyzed since previous work has implicated this as a Rate Determining Step (RDS) on a variety of TMs including Cu. The most significant bimetallic alloy catalyst discovered was the Cu/Pt system which provides facile H 2 O activation yet binds the products (OH + H) weaker than Cu. This catalyst was shown to be significantly resistant to poisoning by both CO and formate species by virtue of their weak adsorption. This Cu/Pt NSA shows an enhancement of Cu concentration in the first sub-surface of the Pt host and this system was demonstrated to be stable in CO-rich environments and thus resistant to CO-induced segregation and reconstruction. Finally, verification of the superior nature of the Cu/Pt catalyst was performed by XPS, TPD and STM techniques undertaken by our collaborating-researchers. Thus the major success of the project was the establishment of databases for the BEs of CO, O and OH on transition-metals and NSAs and further in utilizing this database (in conjunction with stability criteria) for the discovery of a novel-LWGS catalytic system, Cu/Pt.
Introduction

Motivation and Background
The Low Temperature Water Gas Shift (LWGS) Reaction (CO+H 2 O CO 2 + H 2 )
is an industrially important reaction because of its key role in the production and purification of H 2 for various applications. Several dominant routes for H 2 production from fossil fuels incorporate the WGS reaction at some stage in their processing scheme, most commonly as a sequence at high temperature and low temperature conditions. 
Theoretical Methods
All calculations are performed using the total energy code DACAPO 4,5 .
Adsorption is allowed on only one of the two surfaces of the slab and the electrostatic potential is adjusted accordingly. other metal binds CO stronger than these; in fact these three metals have a substantially superior performance than the rest and a BE CO "gap" of about 1 eV separates this group from the other metals. Previous DFT studies in our group had identified the strength of CO binding as one of the two main descriptors characterizing WGS activity (the other being the ease of H 2 O activation). Cu performs well for LWGS due to a combination of a medium strength of CO binding and a rather facile H 2 O activation; our goal was to find
NSAs that could bridge (or even better, transcend) the gap around Cu on this spectrum plot, while retaining the ability to perform facile H 2 O activation. Recall that our desire was to calculate the BE's of CO, O and OH on a set of NSA structures that survived the test of surface stability in the presence of these adsorbates and then based on the strength of the BE's on these candidate NSAs identify potentially promising NSA catalysts for a detailed kinetic study of H 2 O activation. The stability can be estimated by using the segregation energy database for Transition Metals established by Ruban et al. 9 and then following the two step procedure developed by Greeley and Mavrikakis. 10 . First, the stability of the NSA is examined without reference to an adsorbate and then in a subsequent step the influence of adsorbate-induced segregation is accounted for. Thus, there are two competing factors: the segregation energy and the BE difference of the metal pair under consideration and the individual magnitudes and signs determine whether the NSA would retain its stable under vacuum configuration. The details of these screening calculations for the CO species are shown in Figure 5 which ultimately identifies a set of "survivors" when the screening criteria mentioned earlier are applied. Some representative NSAs are labeled in Figure 5 , but in general any point that does not fall in the hatched region was a suitable candidate for further study. Similar plots were developed to investigate the effects of O and OH induced segregation separately but are not included in this report for the sake of brevity. 
Adsorption of CO, O and OH on NSAs (sub-surface alloys and overlayers)
It was not computationally feasible to evaluate CO, O and OH BE's on all the "survivor" NSA systems. We applied heuristics based on our past experience to select the most promising NSAs. 66 NSAs were analyzed for BE CO , 43 NSAs for BE O and 79
NSAs for BE OH . All high symmetry sites were tested to establish the best binding sites on these facets. This set of calculations, although laborious, allows us to construct a comprehensive database of Binding Energies for CO, O and OH which is a fertile source to apply data-mining approaches for rational catalyst design. It would be cumbersome to represent the entire dataset in a plot, but Figure 7 , Figure 8 and Figure 9 give an overview by plotting a sampling of the NSA systems considered. It is evident that for all the adsorbates studied the NSAs succeed in bridging the gaps in the BE Spectra of the monometallic systems in a quasi-continuous way. At the same time, we discover some NSAs that bind CO weaker than Cu, the reference LWGS catalyst, and hence would allow a considerable reduction in the potential for CO poisoning of the catalyst. 
Kinetic Studies for WGS on selected NSAs
Our previous studies have identified BE CO as one of the two important descriptors (the other being the difficulty of H 2 O activation) of LWGS activity on transition metals.
Cu combines a medium strength of CO binding with a rather facile H 2 O activation thereby providing an optimal balance; our endeavor was to find an NSA that can do better than Cu. We focus on NSAs that bind CO, OH and O similarly or less strongly than Cu for potentially satisfying both of the aforementioned criteria characterizing efficient LWGS catalysis. Detailed DFT studies on the thermochemistry and kinetics of H 2 O activation were undertaken on promising NSAs. There were several strategies available to select this set: One possibility was to select NSAs that are "survivors" in the presence of CO, O and OH individually ( Figure 6 ). On application of this criterion we discovered 40 systems that satisfy these requirements. Another approach would be focus on the CO, O and OH BEs and select systems that bind these species weakly and are hence likely to be better LWGS catalysts. Various such alternative screener "meshes" (similar to the ones portrayed in Figure 6 ) can be envisioned and dogmatic adherence to any one of these criteria would be an overly strict condition, in our opinion, and a combination of approaches was warranted. 
Conclusions / Summary of accomplishments
The Binding Energies of WGS relevant intermediates (CO, O and OH) were evaluated on 17 catalytically relevant close-packed transition metal (TM) surfaces. A large number of bimetallic alloys can be synthesized from this set of 17 TMs and hence we employed several "screening" criteria to identify promising bimetallic NSAs deserving further study. Our main criterion was the thermodynamic stability of these NSAs, both in vacuo and also in the presence of the stronger-binding-adsorbates to be expected in significant coverages under typical WGS reaction conditions. A total of 40
NSAs were found to survive the strict criteria of being stable under the influence of all three species CO, O and OH. DFT calculations using the first-principles code DACAPO were performed for the adsorption of CO, O and OH on the most-stable, close-packed facets of these NSA-catalysts. The resultant BE-database was utilized for guiding the targeted discovery of novel high-activity WGS catalysts. The Cu/Pt bimetallic subsurface alloy was identified as a promising WGS catalyst that combines the goals of high activity, stability against reconstructions and poison resistance.
Plans for future work
The funding for the current project got exhausted in the Fall of 2007 and hence further calculations could not be continued since. Analogous to the Cu/Pt system (that was studied in detail during this project) several other NSA-based bimetallic catalysts have been identified as potentially promising WGS catalysts. Detailed kinetic calculations for the elementary steps of WGS (with an emphasis on H 2 O activation) on such a set of promising systems is warranted with the objective of expanding our set of thermodynamically-stable, highly active, poison-resistant WGS catalysts. 
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Introduction
The water-gas shift (WGS) reaction, in which carbon monoxide (CO) reacts with water (H 2 O) to form carbon dioxide (CO 2 ) and hydrogen (H 2 ), 1 is used extensively in the conversion of fossil fuel to hydrogen. In particular, WGS removes residual CO from reformate hydrogen gas, which is important when hydrogen is used as a fuel for low-temperature fuel cells; the performance of such fuel cells is very sensitive to CO impurities because of CO poisoning of the Pt-based anode. [2] [3] [4] The WGS reaction is slightly exothermic (∼40 kJ/mol), and therefore low reaction temperatures push the equilibrium toward hydrogen production, while high reaction temperatures provide faster kinetics. To deal with these two opposing temperature effects, large-scale industrial plants often use a two-step WGS reactor in which the feed gas is led through a high-temperature WGS reactor and then a low-temperature recator. 5 However, such a two-step process is not a viable solution for small-scale applications such as on-board reformers in hydrogen fuel cellpowered automobiles. Consequently, it is very important to develop new WGS catalysts with high activity at lower temperatures than the presently used low-temperature Cu-based WGS catalysts.
Transition metal alloys are very often superior to pure transition metals as the active materials in heterogeneous catalysis. 6 During the past century, the development of alloy catalysts has almost exclusively been accomplished by trial and error. Recent advances in both experimental and theoretical methods, however, have facilitated the development of new and improved alloy catalysts based on fundamental surface science and first-principles studies. [7] [8] [9] [10] These advances continue to pave the way for a new era in which promising catalysts may be identified directly from first principles. 8, [11] [12] [13] Here, we report on a novel Cu/Pt near-surface alloy (NSA) with an enhanced Cu concentration in the first subsurface layer of the Pt host, which is shown to be a promising candidate for an improved low-temperature WGS catalyst. From an interplay of scanning tunneling microscopy (STM), X-ray photoelectron † University of Aarhus. ‡ University of Wisconsin-Madison.
(1) Ovesen, C. V.; Stoltze, P.; Norskov, J. K.; Campbell, C. T. 
Methods
The STM experiments were performed in an ultra-high-vacuum system with a base pressure of ∼10 -10 Torr, equipped with the homebuilt Aarhus STM.
14 A Pt(111) crystal was cleaned with cycles of Ar ion sputtering (1.0 keV, 10 min) followed by annealing to 1000 K for 3 min. These cycles were repeated until no contamination of the crystal could be detected with the STM. Cu was deposited either by a homebuilt evaporator consisting of a piece of Cu placed in a resistively heated tungsten crucible or with a mini e-beam evaporator (Oxford Applied Research). Both evaporators were calibrated from STM pictures of Cu evaporated onto Pt(111) at room temperature. All XPS measurements of Cu 3s were performed at the SX700 beamline located at the Aarhus Storage Ring in Denmark (ASTRID), with hν ) 205 eV in normal emission. A fixed 100 mm mean radius analyzer (VG-CLAM2) was used in all experiments. The TPD measurements were obtained using a Balzers quadrupole mass spectrometer, after the crystal was exposed to 10 L of CO at 166 K, and with a heating rate of 2 K/s.
The self-consistent DFT calculations were carried out using the DACAPO 15,16 total-energy code with ultrasoft pseudopotentials, plane waves with kinetic energies of up to 25 Ry, and 6 or 18 k-points in the first Brillouin zone for (111) facets of four-layer metal slabs with 3 × 3 and 2 × 2 surface unit cells, respectively. The equivalent of five layers of vacuum was used to separate periodic images of metal slabs in the z-direction of the unit cell. Adsorption is allowed on only one of the two exposed surfaces, and the electrostatic potential is adjusted accordingly. 17,18 All CO and formate (HCOO) binding energy calculations were performed at a coverage of 1/9 ML on a 3 × 3 surface unit cell, whereas a 2 × 2 unit cell was used for the calculation of the activation energy barrier for H2O dissociation. Ionic cores were described by ultrasoft pseudopotentials, 19 and the Kohn-Sham oneelectron valence states were expanded in a basis of plane waves with kinetic energy below 25 Ry. The exchange-correlation energy and potential were described self-consistently within the generalized gradient approximation (GGA-PW91). 20,21 The self-consistent PW91 density was determined by iterative diagonalization of the Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian, Fermi population of the Kohn-Sham states (kBT ) 0.1 eV), and Pulay mixing of the resulting electronic density. 22 All total energies have been extrapolated to kBT ) 0 eV. Zero-point energy effects were not considered in the reported results. Unless otherwise specified, all degrees of freedom for the top two layers of slab atoms and for all adsorbate atoms were relaxed. Transition states for H2O dissociation were located with the "climbing-image nudged elastic band" method. 
Results and Discussion
When Cu was evaporated onto a Pt(111) crystal, the STM images clearly indicated the formation of an NSA. 8 In particular, Figure 1a shows an STM image of a Pt(111) surface after evaporation of 1 ML of Cu at a substrate temperature of 800 K. The surface displays a network of bright rings ordered in a nonperfect hexagonal symmetry with a periodicity of ∼100 Å. These bright lines are speculated to be stress-induced boundaries between atoms sitting in face-centered cubic (fcc) and hexagonal close-packed (hcp) sites. 24 1b) reveal that the surface atoms appear with different corrugations in the STM images, which serves as a clear indication of NSA formation. In the topmost surface layer, we did not find any dislocations visible to the STM. Therefore, we conclude that the bright lines observed in the STM images are related to subsurface atoms changing between stacking of fcc and hcp sites. A ring structure very similar to the one described above was observed when we evaporated 1 ML of Cu onto Pt(111), followed by evaporation of 1 ML of Pt at room temperature, where both Cu and Pt grow as adlayers. As can be seen in Figure  1c , similar bright lines show up in the STM images of this "sandwich" structure. However, some atoms in the topmost layer are imaged as depressions, which we did not observe in the original ring structure. These dark spots disappear upon annealing to 773 K (Figure 1d ), in which case we end up with a structure almost identical to the ring structure of Figure 1b .
The wave functions derived from DFT calculations were used to calculate STM images 26 by employing the Tersoff-Hamann approach. 27 These calculations were performed for a number of configurations with Cu located on the surface and/or subsurface of Pt(111). The simulated STM image shown in Figure 1e represents a single Cu atom in the second layer of the Pt(111) slab; this image is in qualitatively good agreement with the trimers of bright atoms observed by STM between the rings in Figure 1b . The simulated STM image of a surface Cu atom in a Pt(111) substrate (Figure 1f) shows a distinct depression, which strongly suggests that the dark spots in the sandwich structure are Cu atoms incorporated in the topmost layer. These depressions are not observed in the ring structure, and we therefore conclude that evaporation of 1 ML of Cu onto Pt(111) at 800 K leads to the formation of NSA without Cu atoms in the surface layer.
To further investigate the formation of the subsurface Cu/Pt alloy, we used DFT calculations to determine the thermodynamics and energetic aspects of its formation kinetics. From calculations on a 3 × 3 surface unit cell of a seven-layer Pt-(111) slab, we found that the activation energy barrier for both Pt vacancy formation in Pt(111) and Cu adatom diffusion from the surface of Pt(111) into a Pt vacancy in Pt(111) is less than 3 eV. Barriers of this magnitude can be surmounted at 800 K, the sample temperature during the original Cu deposition, and thus we expect a structure in thermodynamic equilibrium. We analyzed the relative stability of Cu atoms in various layers of the seven-layer Pt(111) slab, now allowing for relaxation of the top five layers. By replacing one or two of the Pt atoms in the slab with Cu atoms, either in the top (i.e., surface) layer or in the second, third, or fourth layer of the slab, we were able to determine the relative energetics as a function of Cu coverage (1/4 or 1/2 ML, respectively). We found that 1/4 ML of Cu is more stable when located in the second, third, or fourth layer of the slab by 0.48, 0.34, or 0.35 eV, respectively, than when Cu is located in the surface layer. Furthermore, these trends in the relative energetics of Cu in Pt(111) remain practically invariant when the Cu coverage is increased to 1/2 ML or when a Pt(100) facet is considered instead of the Pt(111) facet. Studies of Cu on/in facets of Pt other than the (111) facet may be relevant to realistic catalyst nanoparticles, naturally exposing a mixture of crystallographic facets. In all cases, the relative stability of Cu in the third and fourth layers of the Pt slab appears to be converged to what we consider to be the stability of Cu in bulk Pt. These results show that a significant driving force causes Cu to diffuse into the Pt slab rather than staying in the surface layer, and that the thermodynamics of Cu-Pt alloy dictate a preferential occupation of sites within the first subsurface layer of Pt(111).
This conclusion was verified by XPS measurements, which showed a 70% attenuation of the Cu 3s peak when an overlayer of Cu on Pt(111) was flashed to 800 K, while the peak intensity was not attenuated any further when the sample was kept at 800 K for longer periods.
Finally, our DFT results for Cu on/in Pt(100) indicate trends similar to those established above for Pt(111), in terms of both the thermodynamics and kinetics of the subsurface alloy formation. If anything, the migration of Cu to the subsurface of Pt becomes even easier through the more open (100) facet.
A depth profile of Cu in the Pt(111) host can be obtained from the DFT-calculated stabilization energies of Cu in different layers and the XPS data discussed above. The Cu 3s intensity of the subsurface alloy, I, relative to the intensity of the overlayer, I 0 , can be expressed as the following sum, if it is assumed that the Cu atoms are distributed in a finite number of layers, N, close to the surface:
Here, c i is the concentration of Cu in layer i, µ is the inelastic mean free path of the electron in Pt(111), and d is the interlayer distance in Pt(111) since the amount of Cu in the Pt(111) host is relatively low. The concentration of Cu atoms in the surface layer is observed to be zero in the STM, as discussed above, and c 1 is therefore equal to zero. The DFT calculations show that the relative stability of Cu converges to the bulk value in the third layer, and c i is therefore assumed to be constant for i g 3. From a Boltzman distribution, we can determine the relative Cu concentration in the second layer (c 2 ) with respect to the bulk value (c bulk ):
Finally, the sum can be rewritten as This equation is solved under the constraint that the total amount of Cu is fixed to 1 ML. The best agreement with the experimentally observed damping is obtained with 0.4 ML of Cu in the second layer and 0.06 ML of Cu in layers 3-11.
Having discussed the atomic-scale structure of the Cu/Pt NSA, we now turn our attention to its WGS reactivity. First, we use DFT calculations and TPD experiments to probe the strength 
of the interaction between CO and the Cu/Pt NSA; the stronger the interaction, the more likely the site-blocking by CO would be. In particular, we calculated the binding energy (E b ) E total -E substrate -E gas-phase adsorbate ) of CO on pure Pt(111) and on Cu/Pt(111) NSAs with varying concentrations of Cu in the surface and subsurface layers at a CO coverage of 1/9 ML. For reference, the binding energy of CO on Pt(111) is found to be -1.82 eV. It should be noted that, although DFT methods are unable to capture the most stable CO adsorption site on Pt-(111), 28 here we focus only on the trends in CO binding energies on different surfaces, and these relative trends should not be affected by that inability. When the Cu coverage for the Cu overlayer structures was increased from 1/9 to 1/3 ML, an increase in the magnitude of the binding energy of CO in the most preferred site (fcc site formed by three Pt atoms) was calculated. The CO binding energies in these cases amount to -1.95 eV for 1/9 ML of Cu and -2.06 eV for 1/3 ML of Cu (see Figure 2b ). For the Cu subsurface alloys of Pt(111), we observe exactly the opposite behavior. As the Cu concentration in the second layer of the slab is increased from 1/9 ML to 1/3 ML, the magnitude of the CO binding energy on the most preferred surface site decreases from -1.81 to -1.76 eV, as shown in Figure 2c . As the amount of Cu in the subsurface layer is further increased to 1 ML, the CO binding is decreased by 0.33 eV, to -1.48 eV. CO binding is significantly weaker on a full ML of Cu overlayer on top of Pt(111) (-1.16 eV) as compared to the different structures considered above, but it is important to remember that this structure is not thermodynamically stable because Cu is clearly more stable in subsurface layers.
The trends in CO binding energies as predicted by DFT were investigated experimentally by performing TPD measurements on various Cu/Pt(111) structures. A series of CO TPD spectra from Cu/Pt(111) subsurface alloys, prepared by evaporating varying amounts of Cu onto Pt(111) at 800 K, is depicted in Figure 2a . The TPD spectrum from the pure Pt(111) surface has a broad but distinct peak with a maximum intensity at 400 K and a small, high-temperature shoulder, which is ascribed to defects such as step edges. 29 When the amounts of Cu alloyed into Pt(111) are increased, the main TPD peak shifts toward lower temperatures, which shows that the Cu atoms weaken the interaction between the surface alloy and CO. This trend in CO binding energy as a function of Cu coverage is exactly what is found in the DFT calculations for the Cu/Pt(111) subsurface alloys, but not for the surface alloys. Therefore, the combination of DFT and TPD shows that the thermodynamically stable Cu/ Pt NSA binds CO significantly more weakly than Pt(111) does, thereby implying a considerable enhancement of CO-tolerance of the Cu/Pt NSA surface as compared to that of pure Pt.
Detailed studies of the low-temperature WGS reaction mechanism on a number of late transition metals 30 suggest that H 2 O activation, and in particular its first step (H 2 O f OH + H), is the rate-determining step for several of these metals. This includes Cu, the current catalyst of choice for industrial WGS applications, 31 and Pt. Accordingly, we have studied the minimum energy path of water activation on three different model surfaces, Cu(111), Pt(111), and a full ML of Cu in the first subsurface layer of a Pt(111) slab. As shown above, Cu preferentially segregates into the first subsurface layer of Pt(111) without necessarily reaching a full ML coverage in that layer. However, previous calculations on NSAs 8 showed that positive kinetic effects (such as decreased activation energies) observed at full ML subsurface alloys tend to be preserved by-and-large, even in the case of less than a ML of solute coverage in the subsurface layer. This finding reflects the importance of local electronic structure in determining specific site reactivity. Thus, by choosing a high-symmetry, full ML Cu/Pt subsurface alloy, we can examine the influence of subsurface Cu on the reactivity of the Pt surface.
The binding energies at their preferred adsorption sites of H, OH, and H 2 O on all three surfaces are shown in Figure 3a . We find that, in the 2 × 2 unit cell, H and OH occupy three-fold fcc sites on all three surfaces, with the exception of OH occupying top/bridge site on the pure Pt(111) surface. In the relevant coadsorbed states, representing the final state of H 2 O activation, OH and H occupy top-fcc, fcc-fcc, and top-top combinations of sites on Cu/Pt(111), Cu(111), and Pt(111), respectively. The variation in the binding energy of H on these three surfaces is small (within 0.20 eV) as compared to the corresponding variation of the OH binding energy (1.15 eV). OH binds to Cu/Pt(111) with -1.70 eV, significantly weaker than on Cu(111) and Pt(111), to which it binds with -2.85 and -2.09 eV, respectively. H 2 O interacts rather weakly with all three surfaces.
Following the trend in relative stability of adsorbed OH discussed above, the coadsorbed state of the products for the H 2 O f OH + H step is most stable on Cu(111), followed by Pt(111) and then by Cu/Pt(111). A significant repulsion between coadsorbed OH and H calculated on the Cu(111) surface tends to stabilize the products of this reaction even further when OH and H can diffuse away from each other (compare the coadsorbed state and infinite separation state, as shown in Figure  3b ). However, this is not the case on the other two surfaces, where the repulsive interaction between coadsorbed OH and H is only minimal. Figure 3b shows that the activation energy barrier for the H 2 O f OH + H elementary step is the smallest on Pt(111), a modest 0.96 eV, whereas the corresponding barriers on Cu(111) and Cu/Pt(111) subsurface alloy are 1.34 and 1.36 eV, respectively. Top views of the initial, transition, and final states for this elementary step on the Cu/Pt surface are shown in Figure 3c -e. We note in passing that, although Cu-(111) binds OH(a) + H(a) more strongly than Pt(111) does, the latter appears to break the H-OH bond more easily than the former.The H-OH bond-breaking steps on Cu(111) and on the subsurface alloy Cu/Pt(111) have similar transition state (TS) energies. However, the NSA offers a considerable advantage, namely that the product of the reaction, OH, is bound much more weakly than OH on Cu(111), and therefore the potential for catalyst poisoning by that intermediate is reduced on the Cu/Pt alloy. The activation energy barrier for H 2 O activation on Pt(111) is the smallest of those on all three surfaces studied (see Figure 3) . Nevertheless, CO poisoning of pure Pt catalysts is the main reason for the low WGS activity observed on those catalysts.
Formate intermediate (HCOO) is another key WGS reaction intermediate known to be rather stable on Cu surfaces. 30 In particular, formate species occupy a large fraction of Cu surface sites under typical WGS conditions, thereby blocking them from participating in active WGS chemistry. Our calculations show that, following the relative binding energy trends established for OH between Cu and Cu/Pt NSA, formate is also destabilized on the Cu/Pt(111) NSA by ca. 0.9 eV at 1/9 ML coverage, compared to its binding on pure Cu(111). This finding suggests that Cu/Pt NSA catalysts should be able to activate H 2 O as easily as Cu and, at the same time, be less prone to CO poisoning than pure Pt and more resistant to site blocking by formate than pure Cu surfaces would be.
On the basis of our first-principles calculations, we therefore predict that the reduced poisoning by CO and formate on the Cu/Pt subsurface alloy should make this NSA a very promising and active WGS catalyst. We note here that, as for H 2 dissociation, an NSA is indeed able to activate the H-OH bond in H 2 O relatively easily while binding the products of the reaction rather weakly. 8 Furthermore, the NSAs of Cu/Pt are found to be stable in CO-rich environments, and CO-induced segregation is therefore not expected. 13 We have thus shown that the stable Cu/Pt NSA is able to activate H 2 O (a very common reactant) easily and, at the same time, to bind the products of that reaction and formate intermediates rather weakly, thus avoiding possible poisoning of the catalyst surface. Interestingly, we would like to mention that recently Zhou et al. 32 reported an anomalously high catalytic activity of CuPt core-shell nanoparticles for the NO reduction reaction. After a thorough characterization of their nanoparticles, those authors concluded that the most active phase of their catalysts had Cu preferentially located in the subsurface layers of the Pt nanoparticles.
Conclusions
By using a combination of experimental and theoretical model studies, we identified a novel Cu/Pt near-surface alloy which was shown to be a promising candidate for an improved lowtemperature WGS catalyst. Such an NSA catalyst might be extremely relevant to hydrogen economy-related catalysis and practice. Advanced nanosynthesis techniques, including electrochemical deposition of metals on metals, 33 dendrimer-based approaches, 34 and atomic layer deposition 35 techniques, all hold a very strong promise for large-scale preparation of NSA catalysts with superior performance when compared to monometallic or bulk alloy catalysts. Such emerging catalyst nanosynthesis techniques can enable the large-scale preparation of improved catalysts, and we hope that the present study will inspire such advances. 
